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DBC05257 – Arms Maker of Berlin, by Dan Fesperman
DBC05258 – While Innocents Slept: A Story of Revenge, Murder, and SIDS by Adrian Havill
DBC05259 – Tracks, Eric D. Goodman
DBC05260 – The Prisoner of Guantánamo: A Novel by Dan Fesperman
DBC05261 – The Forever Fight, by James M. Kilby
DBC05264 – Fleet Walker’s Divided Heart: The Life of Baseball’s First Black Major Leaguer by David W. Zang
DBC05265 – Charm City, by Laura Lippman
DBC05267 – Full Mortality, by Sasscer Hill
DBC05268 – Layover in Dubai, by Dan Fesperman
DBC05271 – No Free Ride: From the Mean Streets to the Mainstream, by Kweisi Mfume
DBC05274 – Not Quite a Stranger, by Colby F. Rodowsky
DBC05275 – In the Dark, by Meagan McKinney
DBC05278 – Donavan’s Word Jar, by Monalisa DeGross
DBC05279 – A Whole World of Trouble, by Helen Chappell
DBC05280 – Leap Into Darkness: Seven Years on the Run in Wartime Europe, by Leo Bretholz
DBC05282 – Blessing the Boats: New and Selected Poems, 1988-2000, by Lucille Clifton
DBC05286 – Catie & Josephine, by Jonathan Scott Fuqua
DBC05287 – Breakers: A Novel About the Commercial Fishermen of Alaska, by William B. McCloskey, Jr.
DBC05288 – The Hearse Case Scenario: A Novel, by Tim Cockey
DBC05289 – Johnny U: The Life and Times of Johnny Unitas, by Tom Callahan
DBC05291 – *Murder in the Hearse Degree*, by Tim Cockey
DBC05293 – *The Tuerk House*, by Rafael Alvarez
DBC05294 – *Temples*, by Vincent Williams
DBC05295 – *Mothers & Sons: A Novel*, by Paul Hond
DBC05296 – *Racing From Death*, by Sasscer Hill
DBC05298 – *The Identity Theft Protection Guide*, by Amanda Welsh
DBC05299 – *The Bite*, by Michael Crow
DBC05303 – *Next: New Poems*, by Lucille Clifton
DBC05304 – *No Good Deeds*, by Laura Lippman
DBC05305 – *Elvis and Nixon*, by Jonathan Lowy
DBC05306 – *Dishing up Maryland: 150 Recipes from the Alleghenies to the Chesapeake Bay*, by Lucie L. Snodgrass
DBC05311 – *In the Wake of the Boatman*, by Jonathan Scott Fuqua
DBC05312 – *How to Find a Good Weather Forecast*, by Tony Pann
DBC05314 – *Fire in a Canebrake: The Last Mass Lynching in America*, by Laura Wexler
DBC05317 – *Finding the Charm in Charm City*, by Huguette D. May
DBC05321 – *Wicked Baltimore: Charm City Sin and Scandal*, by Lauren R. Silberman
DBC05322 – *Enterprising Emporiums*, by the Jewish Museum of Maryland
DBC05324 – *Chadwick Forever*, by Priscilla Cummings
DBC05327 – *One Sip at a Time*, by Monyka Berrocosa
DBC05329 – *Hey Cabbie*, by Thaddeus Logan
DBC05332 – *Backstabber*, by Tim Cockey
DBC05333 – *Dead Man's Fingers*, by Barbara Lee
DBC05334 – *From Where I Sit: My Life and Struggles with Friedreich's Ataxia*, by Jamie Lynn Cusick
DBC05336 – *Jamie Lynn Cusick Presents "The Oddball Out"*, by Jamie Lynn Cusick
DBC05341 – *Cynthia’s Story: Her Words of Fear, Strength, and Courage*, by Jamie Lynn Cusick
DBC05342 – Is It Too Controversial? Be Enlightened by My Deeper Understanding of the Meaning of Life: A Collection of Philosophical Essays, by Jamie Lynn Cusick
DBC05343 – Coming Straight From My Heart: Volume I, by Jamie Lynn Cusick
DBC05345 – The Tide King, by Jen Michalski
DBC05348 – Devil’s Dream, by Madison Smartt Bell
DBC05354 – Killing Thyme, by Peter Abresch
DBC05355 – The Journey Back, by Priscilla Cummings
DBC12222 – Young Frederick Douglass: The Maryland Years, by Dickson J. Preston
DBC12223 – Historic Bridges of Maryland, by Dixie Legler Guerrero and Carol M. Highsmith
DBC12225 – Bringing Back the Bay, by Marion E. Warren and Mame Warren
DBC12226 – Good Woman: Poems and a Memoir, 1969-1980, by Lucille Clifton
DBC12227 – Some of the Days of Everett Anderson, by Lucille Clifton
DBC12228 – First Sail, by Richard Henderson
DBC12229 – Sharing: Self Discovery in Relationships, by Kathy Oddenino
DBC12230 – Harvesting the Chesapeake: Tools and Tradition, by Larry S. Chowning
DBC12231 – Shore Folklore: Growing up With Ghosts, 'n Legends, 'n Tales, 'n Home Remedies, by Thomas A. Flowers
DBC12232 – The Amiable Baltimoreans, by Francis F. Beirne
DBC12233 – God, Man, Salt Water and the Eastern Shore, by William I. Tawes
DBC12234 – Gilbert Byron's Chesapeake Seasons: A Cove Journal, by Gilbert Byron
DBC12235 – The Miss Dennis School of Writing: And Other Lessons From a Woman's Life, by Alice Steinbach
DBC12236 – *How High Up is Heaven? Stories about East Baltimore and the Rest of the World*, by Ben Herman

DBC12237 – *The Secret of Heron Creek*, by Margaret Meacham

DBC12238 – *A Royal Visit*, by Rebecca Baldwin

DBC12239 – *The Mapmaker’s Daughter*, by M. C. Helldorfer

DBC12240 – *The Assateague Ponies*, by Ronald R. Keiper

DBC12241 – *Mary Carter Smith: African-American Storyteller*, by Babs Bell Hajdusiewicz

DBC12242 – *Chesapeake Almanac: Following the Bay Through the Seasons*, by John Page Williams, Jr.

DBC12243 – *Only Spring: On Mourning the Death of My Son*, by Gordon Livingston

DBC12244 – *The Ecstatic Journey: The Transforming Power of Mystical Experience*, by Sophy Burnham

DBC12245 – *Indiscrention*, by Margaret Allison

DBC12246 – *Oyster Moon*, by Margaret Meacham

DBC12247 – *When the Drummer Falls: A Gettysburg Ghost Story*, by Spencer Kope

DBC12248 – *The Quiet Heroes of the Southwest Pacific Theater: An Oral History of the Men and Women of CBB and FRUMEL*, by Sharon A. Maneki

DBC12249 – *Sing it to Her Bones*, by Marcia Talley

DBC12250 – *Middling Planters of Ruxton 1694-1850*, by Joseph M. Coale III

DBC12251 – *Baltimore: When She Was What She Used To Be, 1850-1930*, by Marion E. Warren

DBC12252 – *An Island Out of Time: A Memoir of Smith Island in the Chesapeake*, by Tom Horton


DBC12254 – *Capitol Offense*, by Barbara Mikulski

DBC12255 – *Probability Moon*, by Nancy Kress

DBC12256 – *Where They Ain’t: The Fabled Life and Untimely Death of the Original Baltimore Orioles, the Team That Gave Birth to Modern Baseball*, by Burt Solomon
DBC12257 – *Alembics: Baltimore Sketches, etc.*, by René J. Muller
DBC12258 – *Amelia's War*, by Ann Rinaldi
DBC12260 – *Probability Sun*, by Nancy Kress
DBC12261 – *The Clasp and Other Poems*, by Michael Collier
DBC12262 – *The Folded Heart*, by Michael Collier
DBC12263 – *Antietam: A Novel*, by James Reasoner
DBC12264 – *Spindrift*, by Colby Rodowsky
DBC12265 – *Lie in the Dark*, by Dan Fesperman
DBC12266 – *Far Above Rubies*, by Cynthia Polansky
DBC12267 – *The Fountain of Highlandtown: Stories*, by Rafael Alvarez
DBC12268 – *Ghosts and Haunted Houses of Maryland*, by Trish Gallagher
DBC12269 – *Woman in the Wheelhouse*, by Nancy Taylor Robson
DBC12270 – *How Do Ants Know When You're Having a Picnic (And Other Questions Kids Ask About Insects and Other Crawly Things)*, by Joanne Settel
DBC12271 – *Waterwomen*, by Lila Line
DBC12272 – *A Tangled Web*, by Rebecca Baldwin
DBC12273 – *Broken Wings Will Fly*, by Mick Blackistone
DBC12274 – *Done Crabbin': Noah Leaves the River*, by Gilbert Byron
DBC12275 – *Figurine and Other Poems*, by Adele V. Holden
DBC12276 – *The Boy Who Saved the Town*, by Brenda Seabrooke
DBC12277 – *Smith Island, Chesapeake Bay*, by Frances W. Dize
DBC12278 – *The Patapsco: Baltimore's River of History*, by Paul J. Travers
DBC12279 – *The Boy on the Beach*, by Margaret Meacham
DBC12280 – *The Chester Town Tea Party*, by Brenda Seabrooke
DBC12281 – *Biggest (And Best) Flag That Ever Flew*, by Rebecca C. Jones
DBC12282 – *The Old Line State: Her Heritage*, by Charles Titus
DBC12285 – *Sid and Sal's Famous Channel Marker Diner*, by Priscilla Cummings
DBC12286 – *Once a Pony Time at Chincoteague*, by Lynne N. Lockhart

DBC12287 – *Black Baltimore: A New Theory of Community*, by Harold A. McDougall

DBC12288 – *The Selected Verse of Ogden Nash*, by Ogden Nash

DBC12289 – *The Oyster Wars of Chesapeake Bay*, by John R. Wennersten

DBC12290 – *Oswald and the Timberdoodles*, by Priscilla Cummings

DBC12291 – *Bridges of Consciousness: Self Discovery in the New Age*, by Kathy Oddenino

DBC12292 – *Colonial and Historic Homes of Maryland: One Hundred Etchings*, by Don Swann

DBC12293 – *Yesteryear in Annapolis*, by Harold N. Burdett

DBC12294 – *In My Father's House*, by Hunter Wilson

DBC12295 – *Mistress of Riversdale: The Plantation Letters of Rosalie Stier Calvert, 1795-1821*, by Margaret Law Callcott, Editor

DBC12296 – *Maryland Lost and Found: People and Places from Chesapeake to Appalachia*, by Eugene L. Meyer

DBC12297 – *Sunday After Sunday After Sunday: A Collection of East Baltimore Stories*, by Ben Herman

DBC12298 – *Colonial Maryland: A History*, by Aubrey C. Land


DBC12300 – *Miss Susie Slagle's*, by Augusta Tucker

DBC12302 – *Journey From Paradise: Mt. Athos and the Interior Life*, by Ralph Harper

DBC12303 – *Susquehanna, River of Dreams*, by Susan Q. Stranahan

DBC12304 – *No Thumpin', No Bumpin', No Rumpus Tonight!*, by Nancy Patz

DBC12305 – *The Thomas Jencks Gladding House: One West Mt. Vernon Place*, by Katharine B. Dehler

DBC12306 – *Cal Ripken, Jr.: Official Commemorative*, by Stephanie Parrillo, editor

DBC12307 – *Five Fair Rivers: Sailing the James, York, Rappahannock, Potomac, and Patuxent*, by Robert De Gast

DBC12310 – *The Living Chesapeake*, by J. R. Schubel


DBC12313 – *The Path Between: An Historical Novel of the Dickinson family of Amherst*, by Maravene Sheppard Loeschke

DBC12314 – *The Oysterback Tales*, by Helen Chappell

DBC12315 – *Rambling Raft*, by Lynne N. Lockhart

DBC12316 – *A Crown for Henrietta Maria: Maryland's Namesake Queen*, by Frances Copeland Stickles

DBC12317 – *Something's Rotten in the State of Maryland*, by Laura A. Sonnenmark

DBC12319 – *The Lord's Oysters*, by Gilbert Byron

DBC12320 – *Chesapeake Duke*, by Gilbert Byron

DBC12407 – *American Summer*, by Frank Deford

DBC12408 – *22 Friar Street*, by Nan DeVincent-Hayes

DBC12409 – *Course of the Waterman*, by Nancy Taylor Robson

DBC12410 – *Small Boat of Great Sorrows*, by Dan Fesperman

DBC12411 – *Ain't the Beer Cold*, by Chuck Thompson

DBC12412 – *Pride of the Sea: Courage, Disaster, and a Fight for Survival*, by Tom Waldron

DBC12413 – *The Floating Girl*, by Sujata Massey

DBC12414 – *Stuck: Poems Midlife*, by Rodger Kamenetz

DBC12415 – *Punk's War: A Novel*, by Ward Carroll

DBC12416 – *Adventures in the Scream Trade: Scenes From an Operatic Life*, by Charles Long

DBC12417 – *Berto's World*, by R. A. Comunale

DBC12418 – *Dr. Galen's Little Black Bag*, by R. A. Comunale

DBC12419 – *Shoes: Tails From the Post*, by R. A. Comunale

DBC12420 – *The Legend of Safehaven*, by R. A. Comunale

DBC12421 – *Requiem for the Bone Man*, by R. A. Comunale


DBC12423 – *The Waterman: A Novel of the Chesapeake Bay*, by Tim Junkin
DBC12424 – *The Lucky Stone*, by Lucille Clifton
DBC12425 – *The Day the Dog Dressed Like Dad*, by Tom Amico
DBC12426 – *From 33rd Street to Camden Yards: An Oral History of the Baltimore Orioles*, by John Eisenberg
DBC12427 – *Sap Rising*, by Christine Lincoln
DBC12428 – *Collective Marks: A Novel*, by Nancy N. Feldman
DBC12429 – *Clover*, by R. A. Comunale
DBC12430 – *The Best of Times: A Personal and Occupational Odyssey*, by Paul Wasserman
DBC12431 – *Burst: A Story of God's Grace When Life Falls Apart*, by Kevin Wells
DBC12432 – *I Can Cook, You Can Cook! Simply Great Maryland Recipes*, by Wayne O. Brokke
DBC12433 – *The Amateur Spy*, by Dan Fesperman
DBC12434 – *I Love You, Beth Cooper*, by Larry Doyle
DBC12435 – *Foster's War*, by Carolyn Reeder
DBC12436 – *The New City*, by Stephen Amidon
DBC12441 – *A Peachy Life: Waiting on Tables and Beating the Odds in the '60s – An Italian-American Woman’s Story*, by Lenora Dixon
DBC12442 – *Finn: A Novel*, by Matthew Olshan
DBC12443 – *Columbus Slaughters Braves*, by Mark Friedman
DBC12445 – *Orlo and Leini*, by Rafael Alvarez
DBC12446 – *Man in the Street*, by Zachary J. Dixon, (arr.)
DBC12447 – *The Sea Horse Trade*, by Sasscer Hill
DBC12448 – *The Warlord's Son*, by Dan Fesperman
DBC12451 – *Glory Denied*, by Tom Philpott
DBC12452 – *The Secret of Candlelight Inn*, by Carolyn Keene
DBC12453 – *Chesapeake Rumrunners of the Roaring Twenties*, by Eric Mills
DBC12454 – *Spanish Kidnapping Disaster*, by Mary Downing Hahn
DBC12455 – *Edgar Allan Poe's Baltimore*, by David F. Gaylin

DBC12459 – *The Haunting of Hotel LaBelle*, by Sharon Buchbinder

DBC12463 – *Tubman Travels: 32 Underground Railroad Journeys on Delmarva*, by Jim Duffy

DBC12466 – *Hell Comes to Southern Maryland: The Story of the Point Lookout Prison and Hammond General Hospital*, by Bradley M. Gottfried

DBC12467 – *Forever Vulnerable*, by Donald Helm

DBC12492 – *The Day I Went Home*, by Pamela Curtis Massey

DBC12493 – *The Longest Fight: In the Ring with Joe Gans, Boxing’s First African American Champion*, by William Gildea

DBC12494 – *Clay*, by Colby F. Rodowsky

DBC12513 – *How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?*, by Jane Yolen and Mark Teague

DBC12514 – *I Really Like Slop*, by Mo Willems

DBC12517 – *Murder With Fried Chicken and Waffles*, by A. L. Herbert

DBC12523 – *The Sunflower Squirrel*, by Laara C. Oakes

DBC12527 – *Haunted Ocean City and Berlin*, by Mindie Burgoyne

DBC12542 – *Pirates of Maryland: Plunder and High Adventure in the Chesapeake Bay*, by Mark P. Donnelly

DBC12543 – *Chester the Chipmunk: A Chesapeake Bay Adventure*, by Cindy Freland

DBC12551 – *A House That Once Was*, by Julie Fogliano

DBC12552 – *Do Not Lick This Book: It's Full of Germs*, by Idan Ben-Barak

DBC12553 – *Are You Scared, Darth Vader?*, by Adam Rex

DBC12554 – *A Place for Pluto*, by Stef Wade

DBC12555 – *Geraldine*, by Elizabeth Lilly

DBC12556 – *The Day You Begin*, by Jacqueline Woodson

DBC12557 – *The Rabbit Listened*, by Cori Doerrfeld

DBC12558 – *Inky’s Amazing Escape: How a Very Smart Octopus Found His Way Home*, by Sy Montgomery
DBC12559 – *The Brilliant Deep: Rebuilding the World’s Coral Reefs*, by Kate Messner
DBC12560 – *Girl Running: Bobbi Gibb and the Boston Marathon*, by Annette Bay Pimentel
DBC12562 – *Far From the Tree: A Memoir*, by Pat Higgins Adelhardt
DBC12563 – *The Life & Death of the Chesapeake Bay*, by J. R. Schubel
DBC12565 – *Maryland Folklore and Folklife*, by George C. Carey
DBC12566 – *The Tapping Stick*, by D. A. Jennings
DBC12567 – *Mia: Ripples in the Water*, by D. A. Jennings